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Papers of the British School at Rome exists to publish work related to the archaeology, architecture, art history,
history and literature of Italy and other parts of the Mediterranean area from prehistory up to contemporary times
(and the methodological underpinnings of these fields of study), both by the staff of the BSR and its present and
former members, and by members of the academic community engaged in top-quality research in any of these
fields. Under the auspices of the Faculty of Archaeology, History and Letters of the Council of the BSR, the Papers
is edited by an editorial board, Professor Alison Cooley, Professor Trevor Dean and Professor Aristotle Kallis. The
Papers is a refereed journal.

the present members of the faculty are:

Intending contributors are advised to consult the ‘Notes for Contributors’, available on the Cambridge Core
(https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/papers-of-the-british-school-at-rome/information/instructions-contributors).

The BSR also publishes a British School at Rome Studies series with Cambridge University Press, and occasional
other volumes, to accommodate works on a scale larger than is suitable for the Papers. For further information on
the publications of the BSR, see www.bsr.ac.uk/research/publications.

The Papers of the British School at Rome is published by Cambridge University Press for the British School at
Rome.
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